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PANHELLENIC COUNCIL AND DEAN OF WOMEN AnEMPT TO STIFLE PRESS

Several articles in this newspaper are being printed
protest to a Panhellenic Council and Dean of Women's Office ruling. We intend no malice by printing
the news. We only seek to report that which has oc
curred, is occurring, or will occur.
For several years the Panhellenic Council has had
a rule which, in effect, has forbade publicity of any
sort for any sorority during rushing. A violation of
this law has meant punishment in some form to the
"guilty" party. The Dean of Women's Office has sup
ported and upheld this policy.

One consequence of this rule has been the sup
pression of legitimate news. Sororities refuse to release
necessary information or exert pressure to withhold
publication of articles on the events in question.
To an editor this is repulsive.
In effect this regulation attempts to supersede the
First Amendment to the Constitution. It tries to erase
principles of free journalism that have existed longer
than soro/ities; principles that have contributed more
to civilization in one month than sororities could
contribute in a several millennia. It submits the free

press to the whim of a confederation of rigidly organ
ized sororities.
More amazing even than the audacity of these
organizations to expect such a concession from any
editor is the support for this regulation which comes
from the Office of the Dean of Women. That any
administrator at an institution which calls itself a
center of learning would tolerate or ' be allowed to
tolerate such an assault upon basic human values is
incomprehensible.
TED OLSON

RAVES FOR SUMMER AND SMOKE:
PACIFIC THEATER COMES OF AGE
By DIANE BRIZZOLARA
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ZETA PHI JOINS
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Tonight at 8:30 the curtain goes up on the final performance
of "Summer and Smoke," the finest production this viewer has
seen at the Pacific Theater. This psychological love story by
Tennessee Williams is powerfully brought to life by the excellent
cast.
Betty Ellis brilliantly plays the part of Alma, the parson's
Oct. 20, 1961 frustrated daughter. Hers is the finest piece of acting in the
entire production. Her Alma is a tortured, high-strung woman.
Her nervous laugh and gestures are real. Miss Ellis gives the
character of Alma a depth of emotion rarely seen in a non-pro
fessional production.
The part of Dr. Johnny is taken
by George Orndoff. His first ap
pearance on stage is marked by
a leering quality which seems out
of place at the time. As the play
develops, however, so does Dr.
Johnny and Orndoff's perform
ance becomes one of the bright
spots in this fine production.

The ninety-ninth chapter of Al
pha Chi Omega will initiate its
newest chapter, Beta Phi, for
merly known at the University of
the Pacific as Zeta Phi, late this
month. The announcement of Ze
ta Phi's affiliation with Alpha
Chi Omega came from the Dean
of Women's office last Thursday
afternoon, October 12.
The national sorority, Alpha
Chi Omega, was founded in 1885
at DePauw University in Indiana.
It now has established chapters
at five California universities in
cluding the University of Califor
nia at Berkeley, the University of
California at Los Angeles, the
University of Southern Califor
nia, San Diego State, and San
Betty Ellis, George Orndoff, and Marney Leach star in Ten
Jose State.
Zeta Phi was started at the nessee Williams' play, "Summer and Smoke."
College of the Pacific in 1936 and
is the last of the local sororities
on this campus to affiliate with
a national sorority. Susan Mos
By TOM LEUTENEKER
sier, current President of Zeta
Mr. Peter Grothe, author, world traveler, and foreign policy
Phi will be the first President of analyst, currently working on his Ph.D. at Stanford University,
the sorority as Alpha Chi Omega. was on our campus on Thursday, October 19, at 11:00 a.m., in
the conservatory. Mr. Grothe talked about the Peace Corps. Fol
lowing his talk, there was a question and answer period.
The purpose of the Peace Corps as outlined by a Peace Corps
Conference for Northern California is this: Better understanding
of other peoples by the United States and better understanding
The California State Scholar
of the United States by other peoples, hopefully leading to world
ship Commission has announced
vital information concerning the peace and friendship.

Peace Corps Positions Open

State Scholarship
Applications Open

State Scholarships to be awarded
for the 1962-63 academic year.
The State Scholarships, which
nay be used at any college or
university in California accred
ited by the Western College Asso
ciation, will be in amounts rang
ing from $300 to $900 in $100 in
tervals, but not in excess of tui(Continued on page 8)

PEACE CORPS TODAY:

Four hundred and fifty Peace
Corps volunteers are now over
seas working in such distant
areas as Chile, Ghana, and the
Philippine Islands. By Christmas
the Peace Corps hopes to have
1000 people in training or over
seas, and by June of next year
the figure is expected to reach
2500. Thirty percent of the Corpsmen are women. The Corpsmen's
ages
run from eighteen, to as old
A Rally Committee meeting
as
they
are able to qualify.
Will be held in Music Annex C at
" 00 p.m. on Tuesday, October 24.
TRAINING PROGRAM:
Main topic for discussion at
The first step in becoming a
this meeting will be the Home
Peace
Corpsman is by filling out
coming Rally which is scheduled
f°r November 10. Preparations
comprehensive questionnaire
for the set for this rally are be- which is placed in a pool of 50,000
'ng made under the direction of other questionnaires which P.C.
Liz White.
Those who deserve thanks for headquarters have received. Fol
their contribution to school spirit lowing this, an examination is
are: Susu Hockman, who headed given.
the committee for the goal post
Opportunity for learning more
prorations, and the DU's Rubber about the Peace Corps and for
°and, who has seen the team off getting a questionnaire is avail
,° both San Diego and New Mex able through Dean Betz who is
ico.
serving as liaison for the faculty,
The next rally will be in the and me, Tom Leuteneker, serving
as liaison for the student body.
Sym at 7:00 p.m. tonight.

RALLY COMM.
MEETS OCT. 24

Church In a Crisis
To Be Chapel Topic
Father Theodore Phillips of
Stockton's Greek O r t h o d o x
Church, will speak on the "Church
in the World Crisis" in chapel
Tuesday. Having served in this
church for eight years, Father
Phillips was educated for the
ministry at Holy Cross Theologi
cal Seminary in Brookline, Mass.
Worship leader Bob Stewart
said he will follow the form of
the Wesley Order of Morning
Prayer and may include respons
es and prayers of the Divine Lit
urgy of Phillips' faith. The altar
in Morris Chapel has not been
blessed according to Greek Or
thodox tradition and, therefore,
cannot be used for the celebration
of the Eucharist, or Lord's Sup
per, an integral part of the Or
thodox worship service.
Fourth in a series on the
Christian in the World Crisis,"
Father Phillips will be followed
by Durwood Foster of the Pa
cific School of Religion in Ber
keley.

Alumni Scholarship
Winner Announced

The supporting cast is uni
formly good. Jennifer Butler,
seen a few weeks ago in "Time
Remembered," turns in another
sparkling performance as Mrs.
Bassett. James Gardner and
Devona Goodwin as Alma's par
ents are perfect as is Bob Middlewood as Dr. Johnny's father.
Nellie, one of Alma's vocal stu
dents, is played by Beverly Baker.
Miss Baker was too gushy and
too effervescent to be real. The
part of Rosa, the prostitute is
taken by Marney Leach who
struggles valiantly with the part.
Miss Leach does her best, which
is excellent, but her petite, pixie
like appearance is her undoing.
No one could have done more, but
Miss Leach couldn't quite get
over the obstacle of being mis
cast.
The set is a masterpiece of in
genuity. Curt Ennen, technical
director, surpasses his usually
fine work. The best part of the
whole production, however, is the
lighting, also done by Mr. Ennen.
It suggests all moods and all
times beautifully. The lighting
on the statue of the angel is
especially effective. On the tech
nical end, James Gardner is also
to be congratulated for his ex
cellent costumes. The use of mu
sic to set the scene is used very
imaginatively by Director John
Hurd.
The play has a stunning im
pact and should cause much talk
on campus. The cast, lighting,
costuming and script all con
tribute to this coming-of-age of
the Pacific Theatre.

ATTENTION!
There will not be Flashlight
Stunts this week. So far this
year. Rally Committee has
lost 65 lights and if they lose
any more, Pacific will not be
able to have them at Home
coming.

SANDRA WILSON

An honored guest at the 1961
Alumni Luncheon on November
11th will be Sandra Wilson, re
cipient of this year's alumni
scholarship, which is awarded to
any worthy student who is the
son or daughter of an alumnus.
Sandra's father — Douglas Wil
son, a cheerleader at Pacific—
was a graduate of the class of
1940.
Sandra was awarded the schol
arship on the basis of her aca
demic record at Stagg High
School in Stockton and her extra
curricular activities. She was a
Life Member of the California
Scholarship Federation, project
chairman in Spanish Club, treas
urer of the Future Home Econo
mists, a member of the National
Forensic League and the Future
Teachers' Association. One of
her outside interests is Job's
Daughters, where she is a Junior
Princess in Bethel 83 in Stockton.

TRYOUTS SET
FOR OCT. 23
Call back casting for the Stu
dio Theatre and the next major
Pacific Theatre production will be
held in the Studio Theater on
Monday, between 7 and 10 p.m.
John Hurd, theater director,
urges all interested students to
come to these open try-outs.
"The Good Woman of Setzuan"
by Bertoldt Brecht and "The
Madwoman of Chaillot" by Jean
Giraudoux are scripts up for fi
nal consideration for the Pacific
Theater Production scheduled for
December 1, 2, 7, and 8.

'oreign Aid Plan
°oo Shortsighted

By JOHN STAG HANSON

Last week we discussed the possibilities of founding a Student
Union here at Pacific similar to those which have met with success
Historically, we Americans have
at schools like Cal, Stanford, and Princeton. Its purpose is to
been a pragmatic lot, especially
draw the student body closer together, spirit-wise and organiza,
when it comes to this business of tion-wise, once UOP's master-plan of Oxfordizing comes into effect.
tax-paying. I n most cases o u r
Published .eery Frid.y duriu* the College '"'h'uW rf'the
Polt'offut
How can we accomplish all'1
gociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924,
public spending programs h a v e
Stockton. California under the Act of March 3. 1873.
these
things ? The answer is the Union, wbrking under Union
Pviitors
John Bnner, Ted Olson netted us a handsome return on
neither clear nor succinct. This payroll.
SSs Ma^ZZZ:
Chris ;Sawyer our investment.
As stated last week, present
It is no wonder then, that our we know for certain: these things
Advertising Manager
— Brizzolara foreign aid program is drawing will not take place overnight. The
members
of the Student Union
Assistant Editor
_
increasing criticism from public big problem is, of course, where Committee, founded last spring,
Assistant Business Manager
- E*^°p
will
we
go
to
get
the
money?
and private sources. Although
Assistant Advertising Manager
-™--•-- ^dve
are: Students: Roger Randall
paul T. McCahb the question of foreign aid itself Possible solutions:
Staff Advisor
(chairman), John Beyer, Brenda
1)
Before
we
could
begin,
we
Karen BeatlG is no longer a major issue in
Society Editor
would
have
to
have
the
support
Robinson,
Neil Smith, and Caro
American
politics,
its
most
ar
Muldowney
Printing Co.
dent supporters are faced with of all the students. We could line Bell; Faculty: Mr. Harris,
the problem of defending in ask the students themselves to Miss Meyer, Mr. Swan, and Dean
creases in these programs in view contribute a certain amount, as
of the often painful fact that our well as send out letters to alum Betz.
foreign aid programs are not pay ni.
As usual most of the student body did not bother to ing the dividends that we are ac 2) We could apply to the FHA
attend the Senate meeting Tuesday. I was one of the many customed to receiving on a public (Federal Housing Administration
wiho stayed away. From what I am told, I (and most of investment. No matter how much for a loan.
the remainder of the students) missed one of the most we spend, some of the recipients 3) We could try to interest lo
entertaining and enlightening Senate meetings on record. seem not to be making progress cal businessmen in helping back
toward the desired ends. Coun us. This was tried several years
I would like to relate some of the developments of that tries
to which the American peo ago and received a respectable
meeting as related to me by some of the disillusioned ple have contributed huge sums amount of interest, but was ve
Choose
members present. A few Senate members stole the show of money and goods remain so toed because a Student Union
Your
Tuesday and most of the responsible members were forced cially and politically unstable, or would allegedly interfere with lo
Personal
are steadily inclining toward the cal and urban business.
to participate in a farce.
orbit. Cuba, Laos, Viet
Christmas
Since the Union would, as in
AND
The Senate went to great lengths to discuss and delve Soviet
Nam, and Ghana are a few re the cases of other student un
Cards
UP
into the intricacies of the traditional bonfire (which is al cent examples. The wrath of the ions, eventually become self-sup
most as important as the senior rock). After nearly half tax-payer is certainly justified porting and even profit-making,
an hour of earthshaking discussion (with sporadic inter w h e n h e i s i n f o r m e d t h a t h i s we would intend to repay all our
ruptions by frustrated members who felt that the status money has apparently been wa loans. Stanford's $10 million Stu
IMPRINTED
dent Union is now out of the red
quo adequately took care of itself), the Senate decided that sted.
WITH
It is proposed here that the and makes enough money an
YOUR NAME
the status quo could adequately take care of itself.
failures of American aid stem nually to better itself each year.
The Senate then discussed the legality of Kangaroo partly from the United States' Another problem is administra
NOW!
Kourt. Without taking into consideration the fact that reluctance to bring political pres tion. Who would run and main
most of the participants in Kangaroo Kourt were not alarmed sure to bear on governments in tain the Union? As the Union
by its nature, the Senate decided to eliminate it. This action aid-receiving countries for land would probably be a branch of
reform legislation. We industrial the PSA, we would have a Stu
was clarified to mean that the nature of Kangaroo Kourt ized and urbanized Americans dent Union Committee made up
was to he changed. Thus another drastic step was taken by have forgotten how important of students. They would be what
our courageous Senate. Of course, Kangaroo Kourt has land ownership is in an agrarian we might call "general supervis
been changed every year for as far back as I can remember, society. We should remember ors," taking ideas from the stu
that since land is the major pro dent body, organizing future proj
but this does not mean that the Senate wasted any time
ducer of wealth, ownership of it ects, and checking to be sure
AMERA MORNER
Next to appear on stage (two figures of speech here
has important political connota various composites of the Union
2
0
3 4 P A C I F I C AVE.
I'm not taking tilings in their correct seguence so this wasn't tions. In most cases the landless were being run properly. Direct
necessarily the next item, and the Senate isn't really a stage) farmer cannot vote or participate administration would be handled
was a member of the band speaking in behalf of Band in political affairs, even on a lo by professional people hired by | g
Frolic. It would seem rather obvious that the members cal level. The land owners are
a very small percentage
of the band would be in favor of Band Frolic, but neverthe usually
of the total population. Because
less the testimony was made. At the beginning of said testi of their predominance in the gov
mony this individual expressed opposition to the recent ernment, they continue to frus
editorial concerning Band Frolic. Implying a scorn for trate the political and economic
writing a letter to the editor, this individual said that he desires of the landless. It is this
the landless peasant, who
"would like to punch that Olson in the mouth." (or nose— fellow,
is becoming the priority target of
the stories vary.) I hardly feel that this is a very academic Communist agitation in Africa,
way to settle disputes, but, nonetheless, I have been available Asia, and Latin America.
for such measures most of the time since last Friday. Our hero, the American tax
payer, is still confused. He reads
Undoubtedly I will hear from the band shortly.
(Continued on page 8)
Next, the fraternities were mentioned as nasty saboteurs
By BOB MONTGOMERY

PSA Under The Big Top

TIME To

95

of the PSA social program because they declined to have
an open house after the game tomorrow. Devious logic—
but perhaps true. The fraternities have always been accusec
of being anti-social.
Next the Senate discussed the beloved Pacific Weekly.
The Senior Class Representative feels that the Peace Corps
•has been slighted and feels that the Senate (to whom the
Weekly is allegedly responsible) should have some say as
to the content of the Weekly. I feel, along with the Com
munications Commissioner, that there are two answers to
this. (1) The Senate picked an editor to be an editor and
not an errand boy, and, if the Senior Representative regrets
the Senate's choice, he should take steps to remedy the
situation. (2) The Senior Representative is responsible to
the Senior Class. What has he done to determine, reflect,
and represent the opinions of this group?
The Communications Commissioner (the person who
was selected to help determine the status of Communica
tions, and, in this case, the Weekly) feels, and has stated,
that the Pacific Weekly should be independent of the Sen
ate. "The Fourth Estate should be separate, free, and dis
tinct from the legislature and legislative pressures. This is
the nature of a free press."
TED OLSON

GET READY
FOR FALL
BY HAVING
YOUR SWEATERS
DRY CLEANED

Recapture the glorious happiness of your
wedding day by remembering this anni
versary with this elegant diamond set in
white gold with 8 round side diamonds
that seem to float in space.

-at —

$220

DRIVE-IN

CLEANERS
1603 Pacific Ave.
HO 3-4952

Quality Drycleaning

— Jewelers Since 1876 —
PLACE

YOUR

CONFIDENCE

IN

YOUR

ARTHUR
Registered Jeweler • American Gem Society
207 EAST WEBER AVENUE STOCKTON

REGISTERED

JEWELER
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[INSIDE THE ——————————4
H EATLIN ES?
By DR. ALONZO BAKER

The United Nations apparently ted States should get going on a
is destined to die. Should the Uni plan for a loose confederation of
ted States lead in the formation of those free nations who are op
a "Concert of Free Nations" to posed to the Soviets and Red
take the place of the U. N.?
China and who have a common
Senator J. Wm. Fulbright, of set of values, common goals,
Arkansas, Chairman of the pow common aspirations. The Senator
erful Senate Foreign Relations says we now know the U.N. is
Committee, answers yes to this unworkable for it seeks to unite
question. Indeed, he poses this in one group Communist nations
question and gives the answer in and free nations. These two
the October issue of Foreign Af groups, says Fulbright, are not
fairs, the most influential Ameri unitable for the simple reason
can publication in the field of they have nothing in common.
international relations.
And right there is the nexus of
Fulbright is no isolationist. He Fulbright's argument — oil and
is a firm believer in interna water cannot be mixed, no con
tional cooperation, and has been cord between Christ and Belial.
a staunch supporter of the U.N.
Fulbright envisions his "Con
However, he, along with other cert of Free Nations" as a new
thoughtful persons knowledge balance of power device. His idea
able in U. N. affairs, realizes that is taken directly, he says, from
Khrushchev has dealt the U.N. a the Quadruple Alliance set up in
mortal blow with his insistence 1816 by Metternich following the
on the troika plan for executive Congress of Vienna. Later on,
control. The U.N. will not die of course, with the inclusion of
suddenly as of a given date on France the Metternich alliance
the calendar. Rather will it grad was composed of five "Great
ually atrophy and become impo Powers,"—Britain, Prussia, Aus
tent.
tria, Russia, and France. In this
The U.S.S.R. never wanted the group Britain became primus bi
U.N. to begin with. Stalin told ter pares. Because of her leader
F.D.R. at Teheran and Yalta that ship in that balance of power the
when WW2 was over there would world had 100 years of compara
be but two strong nations left in tive peace which we call the "Pax
the world, so why shouldn't those Britannica."
two nations run the world; why
Fulbright's thesis is that be
mess around with lesser nations?
cause of our superiority in indus
The Russians have never paid
trial, financial and military pow
their just dues into the U.N., and
er America should assume this
have tried to limit U.N. powers
same primus inter pares role in
for 16 years. They ousted Trygve
Lie; they would have prevented the new "Concert of Free Na
tions" to be composed only of
the re-election of Hammarskjold
those people who believe in free
on April 10, 1963. His death Sept.
18 gave them the golden oppor institutions for free men in a free
society. In other words, those who
tunity to block even the election
would follow Karl Marx would
of a temporary Secretary-General
not be eligible, only those who
with any real power to direct the
are i n the tradition of John
U.N.
Locke.
1
Parvenus and dreamers in the
The "Concert of Free Nations"
Afro-Asian bloc have joined with
the Reds to demand a substitute would be a power bloc, and that
for a one man Secretary-General. means a military power bloc. Sen
In this futile idea the Afro-Asian ator Fulbright is pragmatic and
bloc will be the major losers but empirical enough to realize that
b e i n g b a b e s - i n - t h e - w o o d s i n t h e in our present bi-polarized world
game of power politics they do the Communist bloc will be de
not see they are sabotaging them terred only by superior power. In
selves by siding with the Russians this view he is but taking cogniz
in this vital issue. They are be ance of the world situation as it
witched and bewildered by N.K.'s is and as it will be for decades
reiterated claim he and he alone to come. This viewpoint horrifies
the pacifists and others who beis against war and colonialism.
Senator Fulbright says the Uni
(Continued on page 8)
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Show Your Student Body Card
For Junior Admission Price

SPIFAIDoY?
m
THE

| AN ELIA KAZAN PRODUCTION WRITTEN BY WILLIAM INGE

NAM WOOD

ANO ••'•OOUC'NO

sSSSk WARREN BEATTY

TECHNICOLOR*
WARNER BROS.

STARTS SUNDAY

mm HURSTS most compassionate romantic dramar

Reynolds Selected GTA
Committee Chairman
Richard Reynolds, Art Depart
ment chairman, University of the
Pacific, has been appointed to the
Southern-Northern Planning Com
mittee for the first annual Cali
fornia Conference on Higher Edu
cation, it was announced this
week by Dr. Frederic W. Hile,
higher education executive of the
California Teachers Association
(CTA)y
The conference, to be held May
11 and 12 at the Statler Hilton,
Hotel, Los Angeles, will feature
nationally - known s p e a k e r s .
Theme will be "Higher Education
in California: Its Responsibilities
for Values in American Life."
Conference delegates, represent
ing the state colleges, junior col
leges, the University of Califor
nia and independent colleges, will
consider if, when and how col
leges can teach values to their
students, Dr. Hile said.

The Migrant Worker's World;
Cause And Effect Of Skid Row
By DANINE COZZENS

Surprisingly enough, some of the most acute farm-labor prob
lems in California, center in Stockton's Skid Row area. During
harvest season, many inhabitants of this notorious area earn subsistance wages by hiring out as day-laborers on the farms in this
area. By four a.m. each morning the grey streets are alive with
workers; men and women, white, Mexican and Negro looking alike
in their faded overalls and grimy hats. Piling onto the dusty,
rattletrap buses, they head for varied destinations: carrots in
Tracy, onions in Modesto, potatoes outside Stockton.
Just recently, a group of col*
lege students joined tlie day la ent areas and crops. The particu
borers in ah effort to better un lar bus I had taken was destined
derstand the farm workers' life for Lodi, grape-picking, at seven
by actually spending a day work cents a basket.
In the chill grey pre-dawn, we
ing in the field. Sponsored by
Anderson Y, fourteen UOP stu jolted through deserted streets,
dents were working that weekend over railroad tracks, along high
in conjunction with Harvest ways where trees and fences were
House, a group of farm-labor- silhouetted against the cloudless
conscious bay area students who pink rim of the sky. Beside me an
have set up permanent head old Mexican man sat quietly,
quarters near Skid Row for study head bowed, wrists crossed. The'*
of the problem. Boarding the mot Negro man in front of me turned
(Continued on page 8)
ley buses, we headed for differ

Tiad a
one-man
conference
alKiutyour
future
lately?
You:
Why the gold bars?
Future You:
You're needed... just as your father and grandfather
were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college
men have to meet. If we don't...
You:
All right. But what can I do for the Air Force?
Future You:
The Air Force needs college trained men and women
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing
technology that goes with hypersonic air and space
flight. Your four years of college have equipped you
to handle complex jobs.
You:
Say I was interested...how can I get to be an officer?
Future You:
You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force
Academy. Then there's the navigator training pro
gram. You've probably heard about Officer Training
School...where the Air Force takes certain college
graduates, both men and women, and commissions
them after three months of training.
You:
Starting salary is important. What about that?
Future You:
Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free medi
cal and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps
flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major to see
it adds up to an attractive package.
You:
I've been thinking about getting my Master's.
Future You:
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute
of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty
some officers may even win their PhD. degrees.
You:
Tell me more.
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter.
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept.
SCI 10, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you
want further information about the navigator
training or Officer Training School programs.

There's a place for
professional achievement in the

LIE DA Mil CC CHARLES DRAKE -VIRGINIA GREY -REGINALD GARDINER
VCIfH lYllLtO
Plus

A Universal-International Release

_ "TROUBLE IN THE SKY
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

Friday, October 20—
IFC Preference Day
Football Rally—7:30
Panhellenic Rushing —
Preference Parties
Anderson "Y" Kauphy House
Theatre Production — "Sum
mer and Smoke"
Saturday, October 21
Football, San Diego Marines
(here)
Panhellenic Preference Day
GREEKS GREET
Phi Kappa Tau Belle Function
NEW PLEDGES
4:00-5:30
Extramural Swim Meet at
Today is preference day for
Davis
forty-three fraternity rushees.
After game dance and open
By JUDY KESSLER
From last night at midnight until
Of all the words in English, "campus" is the one that 4:00 p.m. this afternoon the si
house
strikes terror in the little black hearts of college students. And lence period is being held. During
Sunday, October 22
no wonder—just you and those four walls that threaten to close this period no fraternity member
San Francisco Opera Company
in every night after 7 p.m.!
at Sacramento
is allowed to associate with men
You can be campused for almost anything. Just try to go involved i n rushing. Between Betty Ellis and George Orhdoff
Monday, October 23—
out the back door after 7:30 to empty your wastebasket—wham. nine and twelve this morning, in a scene from Summer & Smoke
Air Force Band— Civic Audi
What are you supposed to do? Drag the mouldy thing through rushees made their preferences in
torium
the main lobby to sign out for "disposing trash ?
Dean Betz's office. At four they
Pacific Young Democrats —
will pick up their bids from the
John McFall 7:30-9:30
And suppose you're one of
you down to sign your moniker.
AKL-Delta Delta Delta
fraternities.
those thrifty people who is just
Pledging period begins on Mon
Exchange 6:00-8:00
'A minister's puritanical daugh
too cheap to buy curtains. When So down you go, hair dripping
you cleverly tie back the plastic lankly because you rate another day, October 23, and will be in ter who loves the lecherous-doc Tuesday, October 24—
slats to give that lovely draped campus for pincurls. Really a progress until December 8. The tor-next-door," is the way Betty
Chapel 11:00 A.M.
effect, you've had it! That's joy since of course there are boys week of December 4-8 has been Ellis describes her latest role as
Delta Delta Delta Coffee
designated as Help Week, which Alma in Tennessee Williams'
right, you can be campused for
Hour 7:30-8:30
is the pledges' week of servitude "Summer and Smoke." Betty, as
having the slats undone. Really in the lobby.
Wednesday, October 25 —
But there's one good thing to their future comrades.
stifling for the creative interior
if you didn't know, is one of
"Y" International Film "The
about getting a campus. As you
Pacific's leading ladies. Besides
decorator.
Godley"
acting in four plays in her fresh
Forgetting to sign in? Boy, sit in your room with the walls
Fall Dance Class
2
man year, she staged-managed
they get you with both barrels looking like they are going to
Vesper Service 9-10
IAW'S held its second annual " T i m e R e m e m b e r e d " a n d h a s Thursday, October 26—
then. Not only do they campus cave in on you, they might do
you, but the little demons wait just that. And then you won't Model Convention on the Pacific worked on costumes, settings, and
'Uffish Thought" Planning
u n t i l y o u ' r e i n b e d w i t h y o u r have to worry about getting a campus last Saturday, October lighting.
Session 11-12
Theatre, theatre, and still more
14. Directed at providing the AWS
freshly laundered hair set to call campus any more.
Friday, October 27 —
theatre.
This
summer
Betty
delegates with a better under
Football Rally 7:30
standing of the functions and pur played in a repertoire group in
Anderson "Y" Kauphy House
poses of IAWS, "the convention Columbia, California where she
Zeta Phi House Dance 9-12
proved to be quite a success, took the part of the old senora
commented general chairman in "Ramona."
Be Charmed...
Besides all this thespian activ Xmas Work Available
Joyce Williamson.
FROM
The speaker, Miss Charlotte ity, Betty is also interested in
Spalteholz, established the basic art, James Joyce, travel in Eu For Women Students
OUR FINE SELECTION OF
theme for the convention "Aware rope, coffee, Kents, and steak
Under the auspices of the
STERLING AND 14k
ness, the Key to Whether You She is also promoting "Century Dean of Women and the De
CHARMS
Are Alive" and through her com 21," the World's Fair, as she partment of Business Admin
AND
ments formed ideas for the dis hopes to work in one of the istration, special classes will be
cussion groups to consider.
booths.
given during the month of No
CHARM BRACELETS
So if you happen to be in New vember for women students in
Following the discussion groups
the luncheon was served in the York in a few years, look for terested in retail selling during
336 Lincoln Center
small dining room of Covell. Dur Betty. She intends to be an ac the Christmas vacations.
ing this time the discussion tress in the legitimate theatre
These classes will consist of
groups were reported on and and. thinks she'll probably spend lectures and practical lessons
summarized. The day ended, half her life sitting in casting given by local business men
". . . with high expectations for offices. But on second thought
and will take place during af
the current AWS year as a re forget looking in casting offices
ternoons or evenings in t h e
sult of this convention," stated Broadway is a much better bet.
first three weeks of November
AWS President Shirley Pylant.
so that students visiting their
home towns over Thanksgiv
ing holidays may be able to
Pinnings
contact firms with which they
Last Friday night at Tri-Delta's might be able to work.
Claudia Cortese of Covell Hall
There will be no charge at
to Steve Davis of Phi Kappa Tau. annual dance, which was held on
Gay Hilgeman of San Jose the Mansion Belle in Oakland, it all for these classes and a cer
State to Dave Blakely of Phi was announced that Steve Hamil tificate will be extended to all
ton of Phi Kappa Tau had been those who have completed the
| Kappa Tau.
Sue Lytle of Kappa Alpha The- chosen for this year's Dream course.
Registration will take place
ta to Sanford Gold of Phi Kappa Man. Steve is a Senior, majoring
in Pharmacy. He is active in de on Monday, October 23rd, and
I Tau.
bate and is a member of the Tuesday, October 24th, in
| MARRIAGE
Young
Democrats. Steve works Room 215, Administration
Joan Moore of Delta Gamma
was married last weekend to Ed part time at Central Drugs in Building, and Mrs. Kay BurnI Schwartz who is attending Santa M o d e s t o . S t e v e w a s c h o s e n ham, Secretary to the Depart
Clara Daw School. Ed graduated Dream Man because of his loy ment of Business Administra
tion, will be in charge of reg
from Pacific in 1960. Joan will alty to the house and his out
I graduate in February and is ma- standing character and personal istration.
ity.
I joring in Speech Therapy.

The Campus:
Pacific's Own Black Terror

PACIFIC THEATRE
PERSONALITY

IAWS Convention Held

Have You Tried FOAM-ETTES?

Steve Hamilton
Chosen Dream Man

ATTENTION

FOAM-ETTES

The

^tud/Uedd
Tablet Toothpaste

AVAILABLE AT THE END ZONE AND AT DRUG STORES
It's the Greatest Thing Since Teeth
(Advertised on KJOY)

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals—
Rent to try—will apply if you buy

Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
Easy "PENNIES A DAY" plan

(Jcmqjuin
Phone HO 5-5881
0
114 N . California St.

jrnJO/L
6j
Q

EBUSINESS MACHINES

12

Advanced Grammar test is
to be given October 26, 2-4 p.m.
Required by Dept. of Educa
tion of all students working
for a secondary teaching cred
ential of any kind who have
not taken the course in Ad
vanced Grammar.
Those interested see Dr.
Clair Olson, chairman of De
partment of English, to fin
out room in which test will be
given.
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farnmy Talks
The new Freshmen are a good
object of discussion, particularly
at the first of the year when all
jjje rules and musts are handed
o0\vn from the higher-ups. Need
less to say there are quite a few
and I don't blame the Freshmen
for not remembering all of them
but a recent incident which has
been called to my attention really
takes the cake. It seems that a
certain Freshman girl invited a
certain Freshman boy into her
room at Covell Hall. Completely
oblivious to the fact that men
not allowed in the girls'
are
rooms, he complied. This error
was not discovered until m u c h
later, but without a doubt this
will be one of the "firsts" at UOP
for male visitors in the bedrooms
in broad daylight.

In the rumor area, a reliable
source tells me that the Naranjado is cutting out all PSA sec
tions of the year book to make
up for the recent cut in budget
.. . We hear that Tri-Delta had a
little boat trouble last Friday
night. The boat blew a gasket
and so did a few Tri-Deltas.
The new rule setting up twentyone day campuses for men has
created quite a problem for the
women. Should or shouldn't they
send flowers to their boyfriends?
... I hear that Pacific Theater
actress Bev Baker is going
through one of the "horribles" of
the theater—making love to one
Phi Tau on stage, and going out
with another for real — could be
tight! . . . KCVN, the campus ra
dio station, has been noticeably
silent thus far this semester —
seems they just can't get on the
air.
D. U.'s Pajama Party Saturday
night proved to be quite inter
esting. In addition to wearing
pajamas the DU's took up the
sport of golf—or I assume it was
golf as many of the boys were
seen pushing golf carts about.
(Perhaps they were used to store
toothbrushes'?) . . . Bob Swan
son's new car with the Massachu
settes license plates is one of the
striking new features on campus
• . . Theta'S hashers seem to be
going in for the wild haircuts
this semester including the "Yul
Brynner" look.
If the saying that you can't
beat Uncle Sam holds true, per
haps the Tigers will be fighting
a losing battle with the "Mar
ines" tomorrow night, but from
Russia's point of view—they can
be sunk!

"Mademoiselle" Magazine
Conducts Contest For Coed
"Mademoiselle" Magazine i s
conducting two contests for col
lege women. One of these con
tests offers twenty outstanding
undergraduate women a month in
New York as salaried members
°f the "Mademoiselle" staff.

We might as well tell you straight off: Corvair's the car for the driving enthusiast. Think
that lets you out? Maybe. Maybe not.
Until you've driven one, you really can't say for sure, because Corvair's kind of driving is
like no other in the land. The amazing air-cooled rear engine sees to that. You swing around
curves flat as you please, in complete control. You whip through the sticky spots other cars
should keep out of in the first place. (Especially this year, now that you can get Positraction
as an extra-cost option.) You stop smoothly, levelly with Corvair's beautifully balanced,
bigger brakes.
And Corvair's found other new ways to please you this year. A forced-air heater and
defroster are standard equipment on all coupes, sedans and both Monza and 700 Station
Wagons. So are dual sunshades and front-door armrests and some other goodies. You'll note
some new styling, inside and out. Nice. And safety-belt installation is easier, too, and cheaper.
Another extra-cost option well worth considering is the heavy-duty front and rear suspension;
it turns a Corvair into a real tiger.
So you can see we haven't really done much to Corvair this year. Why on earth should we?
If this car, just as she is, can't make a driving enthusiast out of you, better take a cab.

CHEVROLET
A New World of Worth

"Mademoiselle" will pay a 11
transportation expenses. Entrants
t°r this contest will submit one
of the tryout suggestions listed in
the information received by the
Pacific Weekly.
The other contest, "Mademoi
selle's" College Fiction Contest,
offers two undergraduate women
five hundred dollars each and
Publication of their winning
Tories in an issue of "Mademoi
selle." Further information con
cerning these contests may b e
°und in the Pacific Weekly of
fice.

And here's America's only thoroughbred sports car, the '62 CORVETTE. We warn you: If you drive a Corvette after
your first sampling of a Corvair, you may well end up a two-car man. And who could blame you?

See the '62 Corvair and Corvette at your beat authorized Chevrolet deabr's
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EDITOR

AL PROSS

team and the All-CIF squad. He
was also named Player of the
Year in his senior year at Muir.
Dick climaxed his great 1957 sea
son by scoring four touchdowns
against Burroughs High School
of Burbank to give Muir a berth
in the CIF Playoffs that year.
(Continued on page 7)

Recent WRA swimming action

W.R.A. Swim Meet
Is Huge Success
The Girls' Intramural Swim
ming Meet was held Wednesday,
October 4th, at the Pacific swim
ming pool. All the girls living
groups participated in the very
successful event.
T h e overall winners were:
Third Floor Covel—first place;
Tri Delta—second place; and First
Floor 'Covell—third place.
Among the individual events
which created interest were: the
25 yard free style, which ended in
a three-way tie for first. The
winners were Sherrie Humphries,
KOACH'S KORNER
First Floor Covell; Lee Dose,
By JOHN RHODE
Third Floor Covell; and Pat TreFor some unknown reason we vitt, Delta Delta Delta; the time
completely lost our poise in the was 15.0 seconds flat. Carolyn
second quarter o f last week's Howell of Tri Delta was victori
game with New Mexico State. ous on two counts, winning the
By the time we had gained it back crawl in 18 seconds flat and
back, they were leading 49 to 6. the breast stroke in 19.8 seconds.
I have no excuses to offer on Carolyn Schuler, former Olympic
my behalf, nor could anyone be gold medal winner, won the But
lieve this happened because our terfly in 14.6 seconds. Zeta Phi
boys quit. It was like a dam lead the pack in the form swim
bursting and not being able to ming event as Jane Hamilton
posted the win. A group of girls
stop the flow of water.
To come back strong this week from Third Floor Covell won the
against the Marines after such relay races.
Events coming up include a
a humiliating defeat will be a
tough job. The Marines are rated swimming meet at Davis, Octo
tougher than New Mexico State ber 21st, with many nearby col
leges involved. If you are inter
and come to us undefeated.
Your team has their work cut ested in participating, you can do
out for them, and will need your so by signing up with Carolyn
support now more than ever. I Schuler in Covell Hall. Carolyn
will be the coach on this year's
hope you won't desert them.
The chips are down. Let's see team. Last year U.O.P. took
if we can't lick the Marines to third in this event and is hoping
to do better this year.
gether.

TOP TIGER RECORDS OF THE PAST
TOP FTVE PASSERS
Player
Years
Eddie LeBaron 194647-49
Roy Ottoson
1952-53
Tom Flores
1956-57
Doug Scovil
1949-50-51
Bill Jacobs
1953-54-55

Att. Comp. Int.
430
204
33
331
175
18
311
156
18
246
108
21
218
107
11

TOP FIVE PASS RECEIVERS
Player
Years
Ken Buck
1951-52-53
John Rhode
194647-48-49
Wes Mitchell
1950-51-52
Farrell Funston
1955-56-57
A. D. Williams
1953-54-55

Caught
82

81
46
44

THE BEST OF SNACKS
AND DRINKS ARE
FOUND AT

On Campus For Your Convenience

J[ra/u;ia/= y/iou/de'iecl ^/aUtcA

T

HE welkin fairly rings with plaudits
for this supreme example of the tailor s

skill. Small wonder! Now the man of taste
may indulge his fancy for raiment that befits
his station, choosing grey or misty olive hues
in miniature glen plaids. Moreover, he may
congratulate himself upon Don Richards
inclusion of a well-cut waistcoat. s 59.95

BE ADVISED!
rash imitators of the
famed Don Richards
Natural - Shouldered
Classics are KNOWN
and WILL BE PROS
ECUTED. Demand
the label if you would
insure receiving the
genuine article.
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figers Suffer Worst Defeat In 34 Years

Tender Tigers Face
Tough Marines

Page Seven
">

The New Mexico State Aggies only period in which Pacific held
completely overwhelmed the Uni the Aggie scoreless.
versity of the Pacific Tigers, 70-19
In the final quarter Pacific
The San Diego Marine DevilOct. 14 at Las Cruces, New Mex scored once and New Mexico, dogs tackle the Pacific Tigers to
three times. The Tiger's final morrow night in Pacific's Mem
ico.
The Aggies of New Mexico touchdown was scored by Way- orial Stadium, in an attempt to
celebrated their 1961 Homecoming mond Hall on a 17 yard run further set back the Tigers' bid
for victory.
j j , r i o t o u s f a s h i o n , s c o r i n g t e n around the left end.
touchdowns and ten conversions
Greg Stikes led Pacific in rush
The Marine Corps Devildogs,
(or a lop-sided score of 70 points ing yardage with 72 yards gained finished last year with an 8-2-0
Limited to only one touchdown on eleven carries. Hall was next record and has started the 1961
in the first quarter, the Aggies with 60 yards on seven carries.
season with an impressive 4-0
Quarterback Bob VanderWall record. Uncle Sam and his draft
made up for lost time by scoring
threw ten passes, completing four choices are early season's win
42 points in the secohd periodMost of the Aggies six second for 40 yards. All in all, Pacific ners over the University of Mex
quarter touchdowns came on gained 318 yards, 247 on the ico, Eagle Rock Athletic Club, the
Valley AH Stars and the Univer
short drives, as New Mexico ground and 86 in the air.
UOP Statistics
sity of San Diego.
State took advantage of Tiger
Coach AntiUa priming poloists
TC YG YL Net
fumbles and intercepted passes Rushing
This year the Leathernecks will
VanderWall
3
3
13
_io
display a passing attack featur
Pacific scored once in the first
7 60 0 60 ing the throwing arm of former Poloists Play SFVS
quarter on Captain Dick Scott's Hall
11 72 o 72 outstanding U S C quarterback Here At 3 P.M. Today
one yard plunge over right Stikes
Seott
10 26 1 25 Tom Maudlin.
tackle. The conversion attempt
Coach Bill Antilla's 1961 Pa
6 35 1 34
was no good and the first quarter Youngblood
Maudlin, named the All Sea cific Water Polo squad, with a
6 17 0 17 Service (Navy and Marine Corps)
ended 7-6 in New Mexico's favor. Olson ....J
3
6 0
6 Most Valuable Player while com 3-3 win-loss record, is preparing
In the third period, the Tigers Sequeira
16 0
6 peting for Quantico last year, to move into high gear this week
scored once on Aaron Young Kutzer ..._
end meeting two foes in the Pa
Reed
3
22
0
22
blood's 14 yard scamper through
personally dispatched the Univer cific Pool. This afternoon at 3:00
left tackle. This also was the
sity of San Diego—beaten 40-7 p.m. the Tigers wiU battle the
TOTAL
57 247 15 232 by Pacific—by completing 13 of
Passing
Att C Int Net 18 attempts for 250 yards and San Fernando VaUey State Col
lege Matadors from Los Angeles,
VanderWall ....10
4
0
40 three touchdowns.
while tomorrow at 1:00 p.m. Pa
Sparrow
10
1
0
Maudlin's favorite targets were cific's splashers go after their
Alsup
5
2
1
26
Stikes
l
1
0
20 ex-Penn Stater Dick Farls, and first league win against the San
former Mississippi State star Francisco Olympic Club.
Thirteen ballplayers reported to
Marshall Hollingshead, who com
Coach Van Sweet Monday, as the
Antilla, in his initial year as
TOTAL
17
7
2
86
bined for a total 154 yards and head mentor, has worked his
University of the Pacific opened
one touchdown.
basketball drills for the 1961-1962
squad hard and his efforts have
SCOTT
season.
Handling the devildog rushing paid off. Pacific is the smallest
(Continued from page 6)
Headed by Ken Stanley, top
chore -will be halfback Kelton squad in one of the toughest
Scottie had other interests in Winston, the Marines leading leagues in the west which in
scorer in the West Coast Ath
letic Conference last season, the high school besides those on the ballcarrier of the year.
cludes two of the nation's top
Tigers will take on one of the gridiron. While at Muir, he held
The strong Marine attack has teams in San Jose State and the
toughest schedules in the school's many student body offices in averaged 34.5 points in this year's University of California. The Ti
cluding Student Body President,
history.
opening four appearances, with gers held the powerful Spartans
Sweet will be preparing his Senior Class Vice President and the Leathernecks beating Mexico to a 4-3 victory while they bat
team for the opener against Cali Boys' State Representative.
41-16, Eagle Rock 28-21, the Val tled the Bears evenly for most of
fornia December 1, in Berkeley. CAME INTO OWN
ley AH Stars 32-0 and the Univer the way before bowing.
After his freshman year at
Later the squad is to meet Wis
Although not sporting an out
sity of San Diego 37-0.
consin, Tennessee A & I, Brigham Pacific in 1958, the hard-charging
standing record, the Tigers have
played well this season and they
Young and Utah State on a tour back really came into his own.
It was against Fresno State in Tiger-Devildog
of the East.
should be even better in 1962.
Coach Antilla will welcome back
UOP will be made up of only his sophomore season that he History
(8 games)
10 of this year's 12 members and,
four seniors, one junior and eight became the runner he is today.
the experience he has gained
sophomores, all up from last sea In that game Scott rambled 56
UOP
SDM
through his first season in the
son's successful freshman team. yards to pay dirt against the Bull
13 — 1930 — 20
coaching ranks, plus the caliber
21 — 1934 — 6
Along with Stanley wiU be Jack dogs. Ever since then Dick Scott
20 — 1935 — 0
of play which hext year's re
Schalow, a speedy guard from has always been the key "3rd and
turners will have met this year
0 — 1936 — 0
North Dakota, and Dick Davey 1" man for the Tigers, the de
could result in an outstanding
14 — 1937 — 14
from the yearling team. Soph's pendable runner who could al
1962 campaign for the Univer
14 — 1938 — 6
Leo Middleton and Charles Stram ways get the yardage when it
0 — 1939 — 14
sity of the Pacific's Water Polo
Mer, 6-6 and 6-3, respectively, will was needed the most.
One of Dick's greatest thrills
3 — 1940 — 6 v
squad.
!>c up front with the remaining
P o s i t i o n o p e n t o e i t h e r J o h n came against Sah Jose State's
NichoIIs, 6-6, or Sam Cardinale, Spartans in last year's Home
coming Game. Scott put on a
both seniors.
The Tigers will be coming off one-man show in which he per
their worst season ever when sonally accounted for three touch
they failed to win a single game downs in leading Pacific past the
105 W. HARDING WAY
in WCAC competition. But with favored visitors 26-20.
Phone HO 4-3362
AFTER
GRADUATION
the addition of last year's frosh
When
Dick's
playing
days
are
Members and transfer Schalow,
Student Rates Monday thru Friday —
Pacific appears to have one of over he plans on applying for
entrance
into
dental
school.
In
its finest teams ever.
DRESS SHIRTS
Two other transfers, Dave Bal- June, Scottie will receive his B.S.
in
Zoology
upon
completion
of
e
®' y from San Mateo J.C. and
Laundered and Finished -25c each
Dave DeLong from UCLA will his work in Pacific's pharmacy
school.
v
£i e Pacific the balance it sorely

Phi Sig, D.U. Battle
For Intramural Lead
Previously
un-defeated Phi
Kappa Tau suffered their first
setback of the Intramural foot
ball season as Phi Sigma Kappa
hung a 19-6 defeat on the league
leaders. Winnerless South Hall
defeated last year's champions,
West Hall, by a close, 7-6, margin.
The only other scheduled game
between Phi Delta Chi and North
Hall was postponed and Delta Upsilon drew a bye in the fourth
week of football competition.
League standings as of Oct. 16: •
Team
Phi Sigma Kappa
Delta Upsilon
Phi Kappa Tau
North Hall
1
South Hall
West Hall

Wons Losses
1
0
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

13 Hopefuls Open
Cage Drills Today

PesJ&i

missed

(Continued from page 6)
Wayed basketball ~ih- that area
ast semester.
Sunday was spent in Juarez,
- exico which was just a street
c'ar ride from the Hotel. Many
a°uvenirs were acquired from the
®sults of much haggling.
, e boys spent a lot of money
ut didn't have much to show for
' We arrived in Stockton at
P-m. that evening to find
a
small crowd awaiting us. They
,eren't cheering, but felt sorry
f
the Tigers. They didn't know
at to say, as, what can you
But they felt proud, I know,

m

i

Launderette

CLOSEST CLEANER

slim, smart
'n smooth!

O C T O B E R S P E C I A L — S K I R T S plain only 5 9 c

LECONTES, continental styled
with extra smooth front Beltless. Cuffless. Hold crease.
Resist wrinkles. The neatest!

a year ago.

fiARN IT!

TO

TO THE CAMPUS

• Complete Cleaning and Laundry Service •

CLEANERS
3212 PACIFIC AVE.

**

MEN'S CLOTHIER

'Just Across The Street'
2105 PACIFIC AVE.
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Students Arrested For Pray-in

Migrant Workers Thai Students To Study At UOP

The Minister of Education for the Thai Government has chosen
Pacific as the institution best prepared to train two young Thai
to his wife: "Gonna be a hot educators for the task of organizing Registration and Records
one." My head bobbed against the procedures for its new Government University at Chiengmai in
jolting side of the bus; seeing North Thailand.
the migrant labor film "Harvest
Mr. Montri Chutinet and
of Shame" and packing the Niwet Chumtong will spend the
lunches had kept us up till twelve month of November and Decem
last night, and we had arisen at ber in intensive training in the
(Continued from page 3)
three.
processes of admissions, regis lieve the Free World can reach
The sun was just rising when tration, records, scheduling, test an accommodation with the Com
we reached our vineyard. Piling ing, etc. Miss Ellen Deering, the munist bloc through negotiation
out of the bus, we trailed down University Registrar, will direct and compromise. But the history
the tall rows where sturdy vines their study in special seminars of the post-war period is evidence
formed six foot "trees." In the and laboratory sessions. Assisting enough that we live in a world
—"— "-4*
bitter six a.m. cold we huddled her will be Elliott Taylor, Dean hopelessly divided and in which
around small fires until the over of Admissions; Edward Betz, the Free World powers will sur
seer arrived. Each of us was Dean of Students; Dr. Willis Pot vive only if they are too united
given a bucket, a short hooked ter, Dean of Graduate
and too powerful for Nikita and
knife, and a punch card, where and Les Medford, graduate stu Mao to attack.
A Specialty
each number punched tallies dent in Educational Administra
Senator Fulbright envisions the
(Consult our qpsmetician)
your total buckets picked. I was tion who, himself, is in training "Concert of Free Nations" as in
grape-cutter 1457.
for the field of College and Uni cluding most, if not all, the pres
Never again shall I refer to versity Admissions and Records. ent NATO powers, plus Japan,
grape-cutting as unskilled labor.
The study arrangements were and plus any of the Latin Ameri
Complete Cosmetic Department
The tough stems which twist so made with President Robert E. can peoples who may wish to
easily in the hands of the experi Burns by Frederic T. Shipp, join. The wobbly, fearful, hesi
REVLON - TUSSY - DuBARRY - MAX FACTOR
enced workers, refused to break Chief of Educational Division, In tant, confused "neutral" and "nonunder my knife, and the bunches ternational Cooperation Adminis aligned" nations would be Ifeft to
(Many others)
themselves often twined in tration of the United States Op their own devices until they see
extricably with the stems. But erations Mission to Thailand, at the light. The membership would
the five gallon buckets filled the American Embassy at Bang be composed only of those who
Complete Contact Lens Accessories
rapidly, and soon I hauled the kok, Thailand, on the request of believe in the Lockian tradition
fifty pounds of grapes one hun the Thai Minister of Education.
and would include none who hold
dred yards to the truck. Lurch
Pacific was chosen to furnish to the Marxian view or who stand
ing over the rough ground, the the training for these young men first on one foot then on another
bucket banging awkwardly because its design and enrollment between the two ideological
— FREE DELIVERY
against my legs, I finally man is about the same as that pro poles.
aged to dump the shining Tokay posed for Chiengmai and because
2218 Pacific at Pine
HO 6-3433
I go along with Fulbright 100%.
grapes into the conveyor. of its well established training The U.N. will be around for some
Hours: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Sun. 10 to 5
Straightening my sore shoulders, program for Registrars and Ad years as a shell, but its real life
STUDENT BODY CARD GOOD FOR LIMITED CREDIT
I handed my card to the checker. missions Officers.
is fast being destroyed by Rus
I had just earned seven cents.
Begun in 1948, the program has sian obstructionism and intransi
enrolled three hundred graduate gence. America must take the
students from all sections of lead in the formation of a new
North America in this specialized balance of power in which the
area of educational administra accent will be on power — mili
tion.
tary, industrial, economic. This
Chiengmai is being developed may appear to some to be a re
as a modern university with a treat from idealism; perhaps it
current curriculum and an ad is, but there is no alternative for
ministrative process which is the Free World nations of whom
familiar in the United States. The America is primus inter pares.
enrollment of the new Thailand
There appears to be no other
University is expected to be be way for survival in a world
t w e e n 1 5 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 . S t u d e n t s w i l l where Moscow and Peking intend
choose their fields of study from to make all the globe a Marxist
the schools of Medicine, Arts, police state.
Science and Law.

113 Negro high school students
were arrested in McComb, Mis
sissippi, October 4, for holding a
pray-in on the steps of McComb
City Hall. Their demonstration
was in protest against the refusal
by school authorities to admit
two students released from jail
after serving 30-day sentences for
taking part in a previous sit-in.

year-old Isaac Lewis, were among
those arrested during the pray-in.
Miss Travis was the only student
under 18 not released to her par
ents' custody. She was charged,
along with 30 students over 18,
with breach of the peace and con
tributing to the delinquency of
minors.
Two days later, Jackson, Mis
T h e t w o s t u d e n t s w h o h a d sissippi, was the scene of even
just been released from jail, 16- more massive protest demonstra
year-old Brenda Travis, and 19- tions.

(Continued from Page 3)
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tion and necessary fees. These
scholarships are renewable an
nually under Commission regula
tions.
The applicant, who must be a
high school graduate by the sum
mer of 1962, must also be a resi
dent of California under 24 years
of age. A need for scholarship as
sistance to pay college tuition and
necessary fees at the college of
his choice must be demonstrated
by the applicant.
This year the competitive exam
ination will be the Scholastic Ap
titude Test of the College En
trance Examination Board. Ap
plicants should arrange to take
this test on either December 2,
1961 or January 13, 1962. Scores
from previous regular Scholastic
Aptitude Test administrations
may be submitted.
To apply for a scholarship file
a State Scholarship Application
with the State Scholarship Com
mission before January 8, 1962.
Application blanks may be ob
tained from the UOP Scholarship
Secretary in room 105 of the Ad
ministration Building.
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every day that everything from
irrigation systems to seed is be
ing shipped as part of the Amer
ican aid program to these coun
tries, yet the unrest grows.
Of course it does! With the
best of American technology at
hand, the landless peasant sees
the economic gap widening be
tween himself and the land own
ers. This is due to the increased
productivity of the land. The
upshot of this whole situation is
that the landless simply increase
their agitation for land reforms.
Since they are politically impo
tent, they have increasingly tend
ed to unite around a leader who
will provide the organization of
agitation and revolt. The Com
munists have moved in by sup
porting this type of movement all
over Asia and now threaten Latin
America.
It is not suggested here that
all the economic, political, and
social problems found in these
backward countries can be solved
away by land reforms, but the
necessity of these reforms 1s
pointed out by the fact that where
ever we have insisted on them>
as in Japan, or where ever they
have been instituted by the Pe°"
pie themselves, as in India and
Brazil, orderly growth, politic31
and economic, toward a free society is taking place.

